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BRIGIT PÜVE 
 
Born in 1978 (Estonia) is a photo artist currently based in Tallinn, Estonia. She studied 
social sciences in the University of Tartu and worked as a photo editor before starting as a 
freelance photographer in 2013. In 2012, the picture editors of The Sunday Times 
Magazine’s Spectrum named Birgit the Spectrum Emerging Talent 2012. In November 
2014 she won the 3rd Prize at The Taylor Wessing Photographic Portrait Prize organized 
by The National Portrait Gallery in London and was selected as an exhibitor at The Taylor 
Wessing Photographic Portrait Prize 2015. In 2016, she was selected as a nominee at 
PDN’s 30: New and Emerging Photographers to Watch 2016 in New York, 
USA.Her works have been exhibited in solo exhibitions in Great Britain, Russia, Germany, 
Poland and Estonia and in group exhibitions in UK, Canada, USA, Fance, Austria, 
Germany, Russia etc and published in The Washington Post, TIME Lightbox, Monocle, 
The Guardian, Der Spiegel, L’Express, among others. 
 
Estonian documents 
In 2012, Birgit Püve started working on the Estonian Documents project. The project 
consists of portraits of Estonians and people of other nationalities living in Estonia. The 
aim of the project was to show equality between people regardless of their social position 
and ethnic origin. The author photographed each person, both those well-known and those 
unknown, in a similar way, on an identical grey background. Consequently, we do not 
know who we see in the picture, we have no information on the person’s occupation or 
lifestyle. In addition, each work is signed only with the character’s fi rst name and the title 
of the series. The project seems to fi t well into the fundamental European message of 
community and the idea of blurring the existing borders and divisions. At the same time, 
the way the characters are presented by the artist differs from the fashionable narratives 
and trends widely accepted in many Western European countries. The people in the 
photographs emanate positive energy. We can see them ready for change and action 
through the affi rmation of their own distinctness. As the author herself says, ‘... our 
identity, just as in all modern societies, has elements of the past, but it has been shaped by 
other nations as well and is no longer so homogeneous’. 
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3. 90x70 cm [100€] 4. 90x70 cm [100€] 
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JOWITA BOGNA MORMUL 
 
was born in Poland in 1972. She obtained a PhD in cinematic arts from the Direction of 
Photography and Television Production Faculty at the Lodz Film School. She is a graduate 
of the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow: the Faculty of Painting 1997 and the Faculty of 
Graphic Arts 1999. She currently works as an Assistant Professor at the Institute of Fine 
Arts at the Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce, where she lectures in photography, 
multimedia and image analysis. She creates artistic works in the fi eld of visual arts. She 
received the Hanna Rudzka-Cybisowa Award in 1996 and a grant from the Ministry of 
Culture and Art in 1996/1997. She has been a member of the Association of Polish Artists 
since 1998 and a member of the Association of Polish Art Photographers since 2001. Her 
work has been shown in more than a dozen individual exhibitions and more than sixty 
joint exhibitions and exhibitions of competition entries held in Poland and abroad. 
 
Beautiful minds 
Ten meetings. Ten outstanding personalities. Each of the subjects on which the project 
focuses surprises us with a wealth of positive energy, warmth and openness. And modesty. 



 

 

“Why me?” – they would often ask – “there are so many others”. That is true, there are 
many people like them; people who do not sit idly by waiting for things to be handed to 
them on a plate but instead actively try to change their lives and surroundings according to 
their own beliefs and dreams; people who think positively, who make their own path well 
off the beaten track. It is very inspiring and it is a real delight to meet these ten people, 
knowing that there are many, many more out there just like them. Each meeting was 
fascinating, moving and led one to reflect on everyday life and choices. And some inspired 
broader reflection on the modern-day relationship between nature, which we all are a part 
of, and culture and civilisation, which we create. 
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21. 30x40 cm [40€] 
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23. 30x40 cm [40€]  

24. 80x60 cm [120€] 



 

 

 

25. 80x60 cm [90€] 

 

26. 30x40 cm [40€] 27. 60x40 cm [60€] 
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30. 90x70 cm [80€] reserved 
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32. 30x40 cm [40€] 
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39. 80x60 cm [100€] 
40. 80x60 cm [100€] 

41. 30x40 cm [40€] 
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43. 50x30 cm [40€]  
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45. 30x40 cm [40€] 46. 80x60 cm [90€] 
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TOMÁŠ SOUČEK 
 
 
(1975) studied photography at the Film and TV School of the Academy of Performing Arts 
in Prague (2006). He also spent a year at the Royal Academy of Art in The Hague, the 
Netherlands. Today a sought-after photographer, he focuses on architecture, design and 
artwork and has co-operated with numerous renowned Czech photographers and artists as 
well as with galleries and cultural institutions. Souček’s works have been frequently 
exhibited both in his home country and abroad [eg. Versteckt in NG 39 Art Space, Raiding, 
Austria (2015), Rozhodneme příště in Galerie SPZ, Prag (2012) and V66R - Fabs gallery, 
Warsaw (2008)]. He has also co-authored several publications on arts, architecture, design 
and urban life [eg. - Obsese - Umělec pracovní prostor a vnější inpirace (2015), - European 
Design Stories (2016) and of course Kmeny- současné městské subkultury (Tribes - 
contemporary urban subcultures) (2011)]. In 2017, he was nominated for the Czech Grand 
Design award. 
 
Urban Tribes 
“Cities are like prisons and their streets like labyrinths from which we are trying to escape. 
On our way to freedom, we meet accomplices who help us paint parallel maps of our world 
and record new mythologies supposed to get us through this life. We wear our own 
uniforms and speak a language no one else understands. For others, we are either invisible 
beings or hooligans who refuse to “conform to the norm”. Yet the only thing we want is to 
live our own way. We are tribes that repopulate the city.”(Karel Veselý). First published in 
Kmeny (Tribes, 2014), a book by Karel Veselý and Vladimir 518 about young urban 
subcultures in the Czech Republic, this collection of photographs by Tomáš Souček 
presents some of the most prominent (and quirkiest) fi gures of Czech alternative 
communities - from hip hop to hard core, from goths to neohippies, from hipsters to 
hackers... Though their backgrounds are varied, they all have one thing in common: a 
desire to stand out and live their passions to the fullest in spite of societal pressures - in 
other words, to make a difference, for themselves and for this world. “I have always been 
attracted by those who do things differently and in their own way; this project allowed 
me to spend some very intense moments with exactly this kind of people,” says their 



 

 

author Tomáš Souček. Souček’s focus is exclusively on the subjects he works with. Using 
their surroundings almost like portrait frames only serving to underline their personae, 
he doesn’t even pretend casualness and lets them pose looking straight in the camera. The 
result strangely resembles a sort of a human herbarium - an encyclopaedia of not-exactly-
endangered species in the contemporary urban jungle who are the very embodiment of the 
live-and-let-live principle. 
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52. 80x60 cm [80€] 
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56. 80x60 cm [70€] 57. 80x60 cm [70€] 

 
58. 80x60 cm [70€] 

 
58b. 80x60 cm [70€] 

 

 
59. 80x60 cm [70€] 

 

 
60. 80x60 cm [70€] 

 

 
61. 80x60 cm [70€] 
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OTECKI (WOJCIECH KOŁACZ) 
 
was born in Poland in 1984. He graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Wrocław, 
where he now lives and works. A graphic artist, painter and illustrator, he has been active 



 

 

in public space for years. He has made his mark among Polish contemporary mural artists. 
He draws on folklore; his fi gurative works gravitate towards abstraction; his art has been 
referred to as ‘personal folklore’, in which he combines the energy of graffiti with elements 
of non-professional art. The aspects of made-up folklore found in his works sometimes 
reflect the search for the supernatural powers of humans and the discovery of timeless 
truths, which he interprets through his personal language of symbols. His murals can be 
found in Lyon, Dresden, Helsinki, Wrocław, Besançon, Lille, Gdańsk, Warsaw, and Gdynia. 
He has taken part in many street-art festivals in Poland and abroad, including the Creature 
Festival Lodi (Italy), FortyForty Warsaw (Poland) and OutOfSth Wrocław (Poland). 
 
Murals 
The art of painting large-format murals has developed over the last decade in Poland, 
Europe and worldwide. It is certainly one of the most interesting art phenomena, 
attracting many young artists. Otecki, who created the project and organises such events, 
believes that they are a way to reach out to the audience through art, painting or graphics 
beyond its usual space. The artist points out that only a limited section of society 
participates in the culture that remains within the walls of art institutions, as this requires 
effort, time management and often suffi cient funds, while to see a mural, it is enough just 
to take a walk. Otecki’s murals redefi ne the urban space, actually change the surroundings 
and certainly raise the quality of life of the local inhabitants as an element of high aesthetic 
value. They build the place’s identity, focusing on forgotten and excluded areas. Otecki 
stresses that he tries in particular to make his works site specifi c, so that they refer to a 
given space, sometimes to its history, sometimes to iconographic motifs, to the local 
character, and sometimes, if the place is completely devoid of its own identity, he simply 
improvises. Respecting the architectural style of the place, he draws on the tradition of 
painting in architecture rather than street art. 
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70b. 80x60 cm [60€ or 90€ both] 



 

 

 
 
71. 45x35 cm [40€ or 70€ both] 

 
 
72. 60x45 cm [50€ or 70€ both] 

 
73. 90x55 cm [60€ or 90€ both] sold 

 
74. 80x55 cm [60€ or 90€ both] sold 

 
75. 55x40 cm [50€ or 70€ both] 

 
75b. 55x40 cm [50€ or 70€ both] 



 

 

 
76. 20x30 cm [30€ or 45€  both] 

 
77. 20x30 cm [30€ or 45€  both] 

 
78. 80x55 cm [70€ or 100€ both] 

 
78b. 80x55 cm [70€ or 100€ both] 

 
79. 60x45 cm [40€ or 70€ both] 

 
80. 60x33 cm [40€ or 70€ both] 
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81. 40x50 [40€] 82. 40x50 [40€] 

83. 40x50 [40€] 84. 40x50 [40€] 

85. 40x50 [40€] 86. 40x50 [40€] 

87. 40x50 [40€] 88. 40x50 [40€] 



 

 

89. 40x50 [40€] 90. 40x50 [40€] 

91. 40x50 [40€] 92. 40x50 [40€] sold 

93. 40x50 [40€] 94. 40x50 [40€] 

95. 40x50 [40€] 96. 40x50 [40€] 



 

 

 
97. 40x30 cm [50€] 

 
98. 40x30 cm [50€] 

 
99. 20x30 cm [20€] 

 
100. 33x55 cm [30€] 

 
 
101. 15x9cm [20€] 

 
 
102. 12x8 cm [20€] 

 
103. 40x60 cm [40€] 

 
104. 40x60 cm [40€] 



 

 

 
105. 40x60 cm [40€] 

 
106. 60x40 cm [50€] 

 
107. 50x30 cm [40€] 

 
108. 25x40 cm [40€] 

 
109. 20x30 cm [40€] 

 
110. 20x30 cm [40€] 

 
111. 20x30 cm [40€] 

 
112. 20x15 cm [30€] 

 
 

TRAVELLING CINEMA 
 



 

 

113. 40x50 cm [50€] 114. 40x50 cm [50€] 

115. 40x50 cm [50€] 116. 40x50 cm [50€] sold 

117.  40x50 cm [50€] 118. 40x50 cm [50€] 
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121. 40x50 cm [50€] 122. 40x50 cm [50€] 

123. 40x50 cm [50€] 124. 40x50 cm [50€] 

125. 40x50 cm [50€] 126. 40x50 cm [50€] 

127. 40x50 cm [50€] 

 

 


